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Abstract. For automorphism groups of operator algebras we show how
properties of the difference \\at — u!t\\ are reflected in relations between the
generators (5α, δ'Ά. Indeed for a von Neumann algebra Jί, with separable
predual we show that if \\ut — αj|| ^0.28 for small ί, then δΛ = y°(δ'Λ + δ)°y~'L

where y is an inner automorphism of Jt and δ is a bounded derivation of Jί. If
the difference ||αt-α;|| =O(t) as ί-»0, then δΛ = δ'a + δ and if ||αf-α;|| ^0.28 for
all t then δa = y°δ'a°y~1. We prove analogous results for unitary groups on a
Hubert space and C0, C* groups on a Banach space.

§1. Introduction

Questions of perturbations of dynamics have received considerable attention from
various points of view. In this paper we will consider one parameter groups of
operators acting on dual Banach spaces and one parameter groups of
^-automorphism of operator algebras. Recent considerations have centered on
studying the behaviour of the difference of two dynamics as the parameter t goes
to zero. Bucholz and Roberts [5] consider the situation where HOC, — α||| ->0 as £->0,
where αί? u't are ^-automorphism groups of a simple C*-algebra or a von Neumann
algebra. Among other things they show that the generator of αr is related to that of a't
by twisting and then adding a bounded perturbation. In [14] Robinson considers
the question of the proximity of C0 semi-groups of operators, l/ί? Vt on a Banach
space and characterizes \\Ut— Vt\\ =0(f), 0<αrg 1. One also sees in [14] that the
pointwise behaviour of Ut — Vt, i.e. the behaviour of \\(Ut — Vt)(x)\\ for x belonging to
the domain of the generator of Vt is worth studying. Other aspects of perturbation of
dynamics has been studied in [20] and in [21] (concluding remarks).

For automorphism groups of von Neumann algebras our results fall into three
categories. We consider the cases where ||αf — af

t\\ is, small for t small, small for all ί,
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or O(t) as ί-»0. Results of Kadison and Ringrose suggest consideration of the first
case. We deal with the first two for von Neumann algebras with separable pre-dual
as we are in need of Borel cross-section theorems. The last two situations are in a
sense part of the first. More precisely if ||αf — αj|| is small for t small then (Theorem
3.6) δ<x = γ°(δ'0[ + δ)°γ~1 where <5α, δ'Λ are the generators of αf, α, respectively, δ is a
bounded derivation and γ is an inner automorphism of the von Neumann algebra.
Note that this is the same form as the main result of [5], where it is assumed that
that the difference HOC, — α,|| goes to zero or £->0. The difference in these two cases is
precisely the continuity of the orbit of the unitary giving y, under αf. The last two
cases represent "parts" of the one just described. If the automorphisms are close
(enough) for all £ then δΛ = y°δΛ,°y~ 1 (Theorem 3.5) if the difference ||αt — α||| is 0(t)
as £->0 then <5α = <5α, + <5 (Theorem 3.1). Here y is again an inner automorphism and
δ a bounded derivation. Theorem 3.5 generalizes a result of Reynolds [26].

For von Neumann algebras in standard form 0(t) behaviour yields an explicit
relation for the generators of the canonical unitaries. Indeed this shows that
Araki's [3] perturbation of the modular automorphism group is characterized by
O(t) behaviour of the difference. One might incline to the view that O(t) behaviour
for automorphism groups of simple C*-algebras would yield the same result as in
the von Neumann algebra case. This however fails totally, as examples show. In
some cases, e.g. quasi-free automorphisms of the Clifford algebra (Theorem 4.3)
the result is the same as for von Neumann algebras.

The general results for automorphism groups have analogs for unitary groups
in Hubert space (indeed we need these for the former). These results are discussed
in Section 2.

Finally we deal with examples which show that the above situations arise. One
of the examples shows that it is possible to have ||αf — αj|| —a for all £eJR\{0} where

§ 2. Banach and Hubert Space Theory

In this section we deal with unitary groups and C0 or Cg groups. The results we
obtain for unitary groups will be used in our treatment of automorphism groups of
von Neumann algebras in Section 3.

Recall [6] that a C0-semigrouρ, Ut9 of operators on a Banach space X is a
homomorphism from R into the bounded operators on X such that £->> Utx is
continuous and U0 = I (the identity operator). A CJ-group is a dual group of a
C0-group.

Theorem 2.1. Let U9 V be two C0 or C$ groups, operating on a Banach space X,
with generators S, T respectively and let I denote this identity operator.

The following conditions are equivalent :
1. There exists εl9 0<ε1 < 1 and δ^ >0 such that

2. There exists ε29 0<ε2<l, <52>0, a bounded operator P:@(T)-+X and a
bounded operator Ω:X-*X with bounded inverse, such that

= Ω(T+P)Ω~1
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and

1 δί

Under these conditions Ω may be defined by Ω= — J dsUsV_s. One has

, as ί->0

| |l/ tΩ7_ f-Ω||=0(ί) as ί->0 .

Proof. l.=>2.

Define

'

It follows that \\I — Ω\\^ί—εί and so Ω is a bounded operator with bounded
inverse. Introduce χt by

As in [14]

v — v 1 &ι+
Λt + h M _ X Q-l f

/7 ~ ^ ^ 7 Jn o^n dι ^ 0

This implies that χt is strongly differentiable in the C0-case and weak*-
differentiable in the C^-case. The derivative is given by

For xeX we have

(Ut-I)Ωx _Ω(Vt-I)x Ω(χt-I)Vtx
t ~ t + ί

so that if XE@(T) the right hand side converges, showing that Ωxe@(S) and

Here

P=άJ±

Similarly if xe^(S) then Ω~1xeS>(T) and

We thus conclude that

and S-
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Finally one computes that

0

+ (UtV_t-I).

The existence of ε2, δ2 is now clear. If one notes that Ω~lUtΩ is the group of
operators with generator T+P, perturbation theory immediately yields that

(*) \\VtΩ~1U_tΩ —1\\ =O(t), £-»0

and thus

(**) | |(7 ίΩ-1C/_ ίΩ-/||^| |C7 ίF_ ί-/||+0(ί)?

yielding the final statements of the theorem.

Define Q = - ΩPΩ~1. Thus T = Ω~ \S + Q)Ω. If U is the group generated by S + g,

Perturbation theory gives \\UtU_t — I\\ = 0(t\ as ί->0 and therefore

\\UtV_t-I\\^\\UtΩ-lU_tΩ-I\\+0(t), ί->0,

completing the proof.
For unitary groups on a Hubert space Theorem 2.1 can be improved.

Theorem 2.2. Let Ut = expitH, Vt = expίtK be strongly continuous unitary groups
on a Hίlbert space.

The following conditions are equivalent :

1. There exists ε1? 0<ε1 < j/2 and δ{ >0 such that

\\Ut-Vt\\£]/2-ε, O^t^δ, .

2. There exists ε29 0<ε2 < ]/2, δ2 >0, a bounded self-adjoint operator P and a
unitary operator W such that

If these conditions are satisfied, then W can be chosen as the unitary operator
occuring in the polar decomposition of the ίnvertible operator

Ω=~ίdtU,-V_t.
°1 0

Moreover \\W-I\\ ^ 1/2-ε^

Proof. The proof that l.=>2. relies on the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3 (U. Haggerup). Let °li be a collection of unίtaries on a Hilbert space 2tf

and assume there exists an ε>0 such that if Ue% then \\U-I\\ < ]/2 —ε. // Ω is an
operator in the σ-weakly closed convex hull of % then Ω is invertible with bounded
inverse.

Proof. For any bounded operator A on Jjf, let W(A) = {(Aψ9ψ); \\ip\\ =1} be its
numerical range. Then for any C/e^, W(U) is contained in the convex set

Thus W(Ω) is contained in this set. As Sp(ί2)g W(Ω\ [32], it follows that Ω is
invertible.

Now we return to the proof of the theorem. Consider the operator

It follows from the assumptions on \\UtV_t — J||, and the above lemma, that Ω is
invertible. The calculations of Theorem 2.1 show that

Thus

+ \\UtΩV_t-Ω\\\\Ω*\\=0(t) as ί->0 .

This implies [12] that |ί2|2 lies in the domain of the derivation generating the
automorphism group of <£(ffl\ implemented by Vt. From [21], we see that
lΩp1 =(|Ω|2)~1/2 lies in the domain of that derivation and hence

as ί->0 .

Taking W to be the unitary occuring in the polar decomposition of Ω we have

^\\UtΩV_t-Ω\\\\\Ω\

= 0(t).

Introducing Vt=WVtW* and noting that \\Ut- Vt\\ =0(ί), we have that ([14,
Corollary 3]) the generators of Ut and Vt differ by a bounded self-adjoint operator.
This establishes the relation between H and K. Further we see that

II utw*u_t-w*\\ = i i utwu_t-w\\
and

|| UtWU_t-W\\ ^ \\(UtW_t-W)VtV_t\\ + II W(VtU_t-I)\\ .
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So by the above calculation the first term is 0(i) as £->0 and the second is smaller

than |/2 -ε1 for t small. Thus (52, and ε2, exist.

2.=>1. proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

We may now obtain our estimate in HH7-/)! by appealing to a result of
Woronowicz [33]. As noted Ω has numerical range in

However Woronowicz's result shows that the unitary W has its spectrum there.

Hence \\W-I\\ ^l/2-ε^

The next result shows that the perturbation P in condition 2 of Theorem 2.2
can be eliminated if l/f and Vt are sufficiently close for all t.

After this paper was completed we found the paper [34], where a slightly
weaker version of the following theorem is proved by the same method.

Theorem 2.4. Let Ut, Vt be strongly continuous one-parameter unitary groups on a

Hilbert space. Assume that \\ Ut — Vt \\ ̂  k for all ίejR, where k< j/2. It follows that
there exists a unitary W in the von Neumann algebra generated by {UtV_vt&R}
such that

ut=wvtw*

for all t^R. Moreover \\W-I\\ ^k.

Proof. Let Jί be the von Neumann algebra generated by U and V. Let m be an
invariant mean on R and define Ω = ms(UsV_s). Since M— (<M^* it follows that Ω is
well defined and ΩeJί. But since

it follows that ΩVt= UtΩ. An application of Lemma 2.3 shows that Ω is invertible
and one then easily sees that WVt=UtW, where W is the unitary occuring in the
polar decomposition of Ω.

The estimate on \\W— 1\\ is obtained as in Theorem 2.3.
In Section 4 we will examine various examples which satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 2.4.
We conclude this section by deriving a result on relatively bounded per-

turbations of C* semigroups.
We need to recall some of the general theory and terminology of adjoint

semigroups. We refer the reader to [6] for the details.
Let ί->L7ί be a strongly continuous (C0) semigroup of operators on a Banach

space X. The adjoint semigroup is £-»£/* acting on the dual Banach spaced*. In
general one no longer has strong continuity of the adjoint semigroup, but trivially
it is weak ^-continuous i.e. ί->(7f(/)(x) is continuous for fixed / in X * and x inX.
The general theory tells us that if S is the generator of U then S* is the weak
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*-generator of 17*. It turns out that the set of elements, feX*, for which ί-> 17* / is
strongly continuous, is a strongly closed, invariant weak*-dense, subsρaceZ*(t7)
of X*. Further 9(S*)£X*(U).

Let 17 J t denote the restriction of 17* to X*(U). We write S*. for its generator.

Theorem 2.5. Let 17, V be strongly continuous semigroups on a Banach space X,
with infinitesimal generators S, T respectively.

The following six conditions are equivalent :
1. (and ίj

\\(U*-V?)f\\=0(t), ί^O

for all fe2>(T*) (for all fe3>(T*)).
2. (and 20).
One has 2i(S*)^2ι(T*) (one has S>(S*)^2>(T^)) and there exist constants

a,b^0 such that

\\(S*-T*)f\\£a\\f\\+b\\T*f\\

for all fe2>(T*) (for all feS>(T*)).
3. The estimate

is valid for all ε in an interval Q<ε<δ.
4. The estimate

is valid for all ε in an interval 0<ε<δ.

Proof. The proof is based on an extension of methods used in [14] and ultimately
relies on de Leeuw's characterization [12] of generators of adjoint semi-groups;
Viz

fe@(S*) if and only if \\(U*-l)f\\=0(t) as ί->0 .

We show first that

l.=>2.

If /e0(T*) then one has

Therefore fe2(S*\ by our preliminary remarks, and so
We now make use of Hormander's comparison theorem (Theorem II. 6.2 of

[18]) to obtain the estimate in 2.
Specifically we let

*0=*1=*2=**

τ; = τ* τ2=s*.
The operators T* and S* are weak* closed, thus strongly closed, and so we may
apply the quoted theorem to obtain constants β',b'^0 such that

\\S*f\\£*\\f\\+b'\\T*f\\
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2. \[(T*-S*)f\\^a\\f\\+b\\T*f\\

Note that we have used a version of Hormander's theorem where it is not
assumed that T± and T2 are densely defined. The proof of this version is the same
as the original one.

2.=>3.

If fe&(T*) then V*fe@(T*)g®(S*) and

(U*-V*)f=\dsU*(T*-S*)V*.8f.
o

Therefore,

|g}ώ|| 17*|| ||(Γ*-S*)K*β/||
o

^lds\\Us\\(a\\V*_J\\+b\\T*Vt*J\\

£Sds\\U,\\\\Vt_,\\(a\\f\\+b\\T*f\\).
0

We know there exist constants M, ω such that

and so we conclude that

||(Ϊ7* - V*)f\\ g ίM2eω

Now if 1 >ωe>0 then

and || T(l + εT)" 1 1| ̂  ε~ x(l + M(l - ωε)~
*, we thus have the estimate,

11(17* -K*)(l+εT*)-

Taking the supremum over 0 of norm 1 we obtain 3.

3.^4. Clear.

3.=>1. This follows immediately from the fact that
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If we begin with 10. and repeat the reasoning of l.=>2. we obtain 10.=>20. To apply
Hόrmander's theorem one need only verify that T0* is a closed operator. This is
true since T0* is the generator of F0*t.

A slight variation of the argument of 2.=>3. (we take the Laplace transform
directly on the adjoint semi-group) yields

\\(U*-V*)(l+sT*Γl\\=0(t).

Now let feX*(V) ana AeX. Then

Taking Laplace transforms, one finds that

, [6], and soX*(F) contains all elements of the form

J dtE(t,s)V*f,
— oo

/ t2\
where E(t,s) = (2]/πs)~1 exp - — - 1. Since we know \\V*\\^Meω\ we can re-

normalize the E(t,s), to conclude that the unit ball ofX*(F) is weak* dense in the
unit ball of X*, we can then conclude from the above equality that

Essentially the same argument yields

llίl+εT)-1^-^!!^ ||(17*-

-0(0

and then 10=>4. However 4.<=>3., then establishing l.=>3.
Clearly 3.=>ί.=>l0 and so the proof of the theorem is complete.

The reader is referred to [14] for an estimate on the relative bound of 5* - T*.

§ 3. Von Neumann Algebra Theory

In this section we obtain the principal results cited in the introduction.
We first digress to define a constant C(α,β)e[0, oo], for any two σ-weakly

continuous, one-parameter *-automorphism groups, αί5 βt of a von Neumann
algebra
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k.£-/L

Σl<*-k(*,-β,}βί-1

n \ n n

Thus \\oct-βt\\=0(t) if and only if C(α,/?)< oo and in that case

where C(α, β) is the best possible constant.

Theorem 3.1. Let Jί be a von Neumann algebra; αf, βtσ-weakly continuous one
parameter * -automorphism groups of Jt with generators <Sα, δβ, respectively.

The following conditions are equivalent :
i. κ-/y=o(t).
2. ^((3α) = @(δβ) and there exists a bounded derivation <5, of Jί^ such that

δa(x)-δβ(x) = δ(x) for all xe@(δ0ί) = @(δβ) .

In this case \\δ\\=C(a9β).
If the above conditions are satisfied and αf is implemented by a strongly

continuous group ofunitaries, Ut9 there exists a strongly continuous unitary group Vt,
implementing βt such that

Proof. l.=>2.

Theorem 2 of [14] establishes that @(δΛ) = 2(δβ) and that δ^ = δa-δβisa bounded
operator from @(δΛ) into Jί with bound C(α,j8). However the norm closure of
^(<5α), say 91, is a C*-algebra which is σ-weakly dense in M. By the norm continuity
of δaβ it extends to a bounded derivation of this C*-algebra into Ji. It is then a
result of Kadison, Lemma 3 of ([22] also see [11]), that δΛβ has a unique ultra-
weakly continuous extension, δ, to Jί. By the Kaplansky density theorem, the
norm of this extension is also C(α, β). Note that although Kadison's lemma is
stated for a derivation of a C*-algebra into itself, the proof of the lemma does not
rely in this fact.

For we have
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and so

One then has ||αf — j8J =0(0 by applying the Kaplansky density theorem.
To complete the proof of the theorem we note that by the derivation theorem,

[15], there exists an h = h*eJί with \\h\\ ^\\δ\\ = £C(α,j8) and such that

If Ut = eίtH«, then, [4],

Thus

δβ(x) = [iHΛ - ih, x] , xe

Defining Vt = eίt(H«~h\ it follows by the Trotter product formula [18], that
VtJ(V* = Jl. Thus, on defining β't(x)=VtxV* it is clear that δβ.=δβ, so that β' = β.
Finally

We take a closer look at the situation of Theorem 3.1, when Ji is in standard form,
[8, 1, 7, 6].

For a given faithful, normal, semifinite, weight on Ji, let 2P be the natural
cone, associated with Jt and J the corresponding modular conjugation. Every
vector /yeJf can be written uniquely as η = η1—η2 + i(rl3l — ^4) where ηte^ and
ηί.Lη2, //3-L^/4. Moreover there exists a bijection ζ from the normal positive
functional ρ on Jί to vectors in 0* such that

ρ(x) = ωζ(ρ)(x) for

We have the inequality

For any σ-weakly continuous representation of a topological group G, as
^-automorphisms of Jί, there exists a strongly continuous representation g-+Ugof
G, uniquely determined by the requirements :

ag(x)=UgxU* xεJt, gεG

Ug0»=0», gεG.

This "canonical" representation is defined by

Given two representations α, β of G, if £/, F are the canonical unitaries described
above, one easily sees that

In particular if φ is a faithful normal state on Jί, then Δ*(Q) is the canonical unitary
group associated to the modular automorphism group of φ.
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When G = R the next theorem states that the estimate ^\\Ug-Vg\\2

^\\θLg-ι — βg-ι\\ can be improved.

Theorem 3.2 1. Let {Jί,0^} be a von Neumann algebra in standard form and J the
modular conjugation associated to this pair. If αr, βt are σ-weakly continuous
one-parameter * -automorphism groups of, let Ut = eltH<x, Vt = eltHβ be the canonical
unitaries, described above, which implement αί? βt respectively. The following are
equivalent :

1. \\*t-βt\\=0(t).
2. \\Ut-Vt\\=0(t).
3. There exists an element h = h*ξJί such that

HΛ = Hβ + h-JhJ .

Furthermore \\Ut-Vt\\^ C(α, β)\t\.

Proof. 3.=>2.=»1. are evident from Theorem 4 and its proof.

To show that l.=>3. we observe that Theorem 4 and the derivation theorem
allow us to find h = h*εJί with \\h\\ =±C(a,β) and

δa(x) - δβ(x) = [i/ι, x] , xe ®(δα) = 9(δβ) .

Define a self-adjoint operator H on @(Hβ) by

H = Hβ + h-JhJ .

As J/zJe jfί' τ the reasoning of Theorem 4 gives

and

\\eίtH-eίtHe\\^\t\\\h-JhJ\\^\t\C(u,β) .

It remains to show that eitH is the canonical unitary group for αf (i.e. HΛ = H). For
this we need to show that eitH0* ί&\ However we know that yJyJ^Q^ for all

ί. Thus, by the Trotter product formula, if £e^", we have

-ih -ih
eit(h-JhJ}ξ = li \ nίhjen

ίhj\
S ^ V Je J

Writing
\ -Hβ i-() = strong limit e" e n

n-» oo L

we see that eltH&* =&\

Remark. In particular we see from Theorem 5, that the Araki's perturbation [3] of
the modular automorphism group [1] is characterized by 0(f) behaviour of the
related modular automorphism groups.

1 This result has been improved by U. Haagerup who has shown that the spectrum of any
automorphism is identical to the spectrum of the canonical implementing unitary C/(α). Hence
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The rest of this section is devoted to the examination of groups of automor-
phisms which are close, but not necessarily of order t. First we need two results on
cross-sections and cocycles.

Proposition 3.3. Let αf, βt be weakly continuous automorphism groups of a
von Neumann algebra with separable pre-dual Suppose that \\at — βt\\^s<2 for
\t\<δ, δ>0. There then exists a Borel mapping ί->Ut from R into the unitary group,
m(Jl\ of M such that βt(x)=Utat(x)U* for all teR and

\\Ut-I\\^ε' for \t\^δ, where (ε')2 =

Proof. An application of a result of Kadison and Ringrose [11] shows that
γt = utoβ_tis inner for \t\^δ and hence, by the cocycle identity for γt, for all teR.
Furthermore Lemma 5 of [11] shows that for each ί, |ί|^δ we can choose the

unitary so that | |£/ r -/ | | 2 ^2l- 1- r~ =(ε')2, and this is the minimal

possible norm of Ut — I.

We must now examine the Borel structure in the inner automorphism group,
Inn(Jf). Indeed what we need is a variation on the proof of Theorem 4.13 of [29].
Recall that a topological space is called Polish if it is homeomorphic to a complete
separable metric space. A subset of a Polish space (see [27]) is analytic if it is a
continuous image of a Polish space and 'ύX and Y are analytic Borel spaces and /
is a 1 — 1 Borel map of X onto Y, then / is a Borel isomorphism [27, p. 72].
Consider ^l(Jt\ with the strong ^-topology and ^(Jf), the closed subgroup of
tft(Jt\ consisting of the unitaries in the center 2% = Jtr\Jt' . Let $(Jt^) denote the
bounded operators on Jί^ with the topology of pointwise norm convergence.
Since Jί^ is separable, fyί(Jl} and 3ί(Ji^ are Polish. Moreover, the subset
lnn(J()Q^S(^f^) is analytic, since the canonical map ύU(Jί']^ Inn (J() is con-
tinuous. The space Inn(Jί) will be the space Y in the result quoted above. The
space ^(Jί}/^^) is to be X and / is the 1 — 1 continuous map of an element in
^(J^)l^(^) to the automorphism it induces. We conclude that the Borel structure
of Inn MO is the same as that of <ίί(Jl)/<%(&).

Since the quotient map η:^(J^)^^(J^)/^(^) is continuous and open, it
follows that the canonical map f°η :%(<^)^>Inn(Jΐ) is continuous and maps open
sets into Borel sets. As ^(Jf) is a Polish space it follows from Theorem 3.4.1 of
[27] that f°η admits a Borel cross section, i.e. there exists a Borel map
U ' :Inn(J()-+<%(J() such that

α(x)=t/(α)xC7(α)*

for all αelnn(^), xe^. The existence of t-+Ut for \t\>δ follows immediately.

For |ί|gδ we proceed by defining

The image of %(̂ ) in lrm(Jί) is just Innε(^) by the Kadison-Ringrose theorem.
is closed in °tt(Jl\ hence Polish, and furthermore tflε,(Jί) is a G^ set in
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thus the image of ^,(M) in ^i(M}l^(2£} is Borel. As the open sets in
are intersections of open sets in m(Jt} with We,(J()9 it follows that f°η,

restricted to Φε/(^), maps open sets in ^.(M) into Borel sets in lvm(Jί\ Another
application of Theorem 3.4.1 of [27] on /°j/:Φe/(^)-+InnεMO implies the
existence of a Borel cross section for \t\^δ.

We next prove an implementabiliary theorem for inner cocycles on
von Neumann algebras. Related results abound in the literature. Suppose Jί is a
von Neumann algebra with separable pre-dual Jί^ and t-^σt = βt a_t is a
σ- weakly continuous pointwise inner cocycle in the automorphism group of Jί. It
was shown in [24, Theorem 1.2.8] that σt is unitarily implementable if Ji is a
factor, and in [28, Theorem 5.3] this result is extended to arbitrary Jί if α is centre-
fixing. If lim ||σf — z|| =0, then in [5, Proposition 4.1] it is shown that there exists a

norm continuous unitary cocycle implementing σ. This last result holds without
the separability of Jl^ Some features of these results are evident in what follows.

Theorem 3.4. Let Jibe a von Neumann algebra with separable predual and let α, β
be two σ-weakly continuous oneparameter groups of automorphisms of Jί. Assume

there exists δ, ε>0 such that β< /τ^ =0.47 and
[/ 18

K-ftHgε when \t\^δ .

Then there exists a σ-weakly continuous cocycle t->Γt in ^l(Jf) such that

Γt+s = Γtat(Γs) for t,sεR

βt(x) = Γta,t(x)Γ* for ίetf, AzJί

||Γt-/||g 10

Proof. The proof goes by standard cohomological considerations as in [5]. First
note by Proposition 3.3 that there exists a Borel map ίeΛ->l/feΦ(«/^) such that

- l - = 5ε + 0(ε2) for \t\<-.

βt(x)=Ut<*t(x)U*, AeJί, teR

and

for |ί|^δ, where s f 2 = 2 l - 1- - . Now, define

Then z:R2^ tfί(JίπJ{'} is a centre-valued two-cocycle, i.e. z(s, 0) = z(0, ί) — I for all
s and t and

z(s, t)z(s + ί, M) = αs(z(ί, u))z(s, t + u)

for all s,t,u. From the definition of z we immediately get the estimate

||φ,ί)-/||^3ε' for
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Define teR-*λteqi(J(r\Jί) inductively by λ0 = I and

ίδ δ '
λδ = /U z\-n,-t

τ(ί+«) 2n \2 2

for O^ί^l, neZ.

Next, define zf(s9t) = λ!μs(λt)z(s9t)λ~^t for s,ίefl. By [5], Lemma 3.3, z'(s,i) is a
2-cocycle satisfying

zf(p9t) = I for 0 £ ί ^ , p E Z

and

,^- .

By [5], Lemma 3.2a; s-κx_s(zr(s9t)) is periodic with period -, and hence the

estimate on zf(s9t) — I just derived extends to all s. Now, let log denote the
principal value of the logarithm on the complex plane with a cut along the

negative real axis. Now, since ε< /— it follows that 6ε'<2, and hence by the
[/ lo

estimate on z'9 we can consistently define y(s,ί) = log(z/(s,ί)) for 0^ί< -, and the

cocycle property of z'(s,t) gives

y(s9 1) + y(s + ί, M) = αs(y(ί, u)) + y(s, t + u)

for 0 ̂  ί, w, ί + M ̂  -. Also s, ί->Xs, ί) is a Borel map. Proceeding as in [5], proof of

[ /SI
0,- ->cteJίr\Jί' by

<δ_

2 2

and compute that

for 0^5, ί, 5 + ί^-. Using the spectral radius formula for unitaries and self-

adjoin ts and the definition of λ't from z'(s,t) by means of y(s9t) and ct we
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immediately derive the estimates

thus

||ct|| ̂  arc cos 1-- ~- -

and finally

for O^ί^ -. We now extend the map ίe 0,- -+λte<%(J(nJί') to a Borel map of

all of R and define

Then z" is a 2-cocycle, and

for 0^5, ί^

^ ς
Now, replacing - by - and ε' by 0, we define z'" from z" as z' was defined from z.

First define

(
c c
-n,-ί
4 4

and then

βy [5], Lemma 3.3, z'" is a 2-cocycle such that

z'"(p,ίH/ for O^ί^^, pe^Z

and

z'"(s,ί) = J for 0^s,ί^^.

Hence [5], Lemma 3.2b implies that z'"(s, t) = I for all s,ί. Defining λ" = λ"sλ'sλs we
thus have
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Define

r,=λΐu, .
Then by the definition of z from U9 Γs is a two-cocycle :

Γs+t = ΓΛ(Γt)

and

£-»Γf is Borel, hence strongly continuous by [24], proof of Lemma 1.2.5. [We note
the following brief proof. If Jί is in standard form, let ζ be the canonical map of
Jt^ + -*3P [10]. As Jl^ + contains a norm-dense subsequence it follows from the
estimate \\ζ(ω1) — ζ(ω2)\\2^ \\ωί—ω2\\ that 0* contains a norm dense subsequence.
Then j#' = 0l*-0*+i(0>ll-0>*) is separable. If s->Fs is the canonical unitary
implementation of α on jf put Us = ΓSVS, and note that s-» Us is a Borel map and a
unitary representation of R (implementing β). As ffl is separable it follows that
s->Us is strongly continuous so then s-+Γs=UsV_s is strongly continuous.] We
have the estimates

\\Ut- I\\^εf for \t\£δ

\\λt-I\\^3ε' for 0^ί^

;-/||^6ε' for Ogί^

μ;'-/H=o for o^ί

and hence

Now we apply these result to the analysis of automorphisms which are close
for all ί thus generalizing a result of Reynolds [26] and Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 3.5. Let Jί be a von Neumann algebra with separable predual, and let α, β
be σ-weakly continuous one parameter groups of * -automorphisms of Jί. Assume

Ϊ99
there exists aO^ε^ TT =0.28 such that

for all t.
There exists an inner automorphism y of Jί such that
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We can choose a unitary W^Jί, giving γ, so that

Thus I l y - d l

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 there exists a strongly continuous unitary cocycle t-*Γt in
such that

for all xeJΐ, t,seR, and such that

\\Γt-I\\^ε' = 10 |/2(1- j/l-ε2/4)<j/2 for all t.

We may assume that Jί is in a standard representation, hence there exists a
strongly continuous unitary group t-»Vt such that

for xe^, ίefl [10]. Define Ut = ΓtVt. Then ^L/.-

= Γs+ίJζ+ί = t/s+ί, so ί-^t/f is a strongly continuous unitary group, and

αt(x)=I/tx£7*

for xeJΐ,tεR. Since l^Flj = Γίee/^r, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that there exists a
unitary FFe^ such that Ut=WVtW*. Defining γ(x)=WxW* we thus have

for all
The estimate on ||P^— J|| is essentially that at the end of Theorem 2.2

Theorem 3.6. Let Jί be a von Neumann algebra with separable predual and let α, β
be two σ-weakly continuous one-parameter groups of * -automorphism of Ji with
generators <5α, and δβ, respectively.

The following conditions are equivalent :

1. There exists ε l 5 0^ < J/ϊ^9/50^0.28 andδ^O such that

2. There exists ε2, 0^ε2 ̂  j/199/50 and (52 >0, an inner automorphism y of Jt,
ana a bounded derivation δ of <M such that

and

If these conditions are satisfied then
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Moreover, a W^Jί can be chosen, giving y, such that

\\W-I\\Z1

Thus l l y - ϊ l l g l O β i

Proof. 1 => 2. Proceeding as in the proof of the preceding theorem, we may assume
that Jί is in a standard representation, and find strongly continuous unitary
groups £7, V such that

UtV_tεJί for tεR

\\Ut-Vt\\^ε'<]/2 for \t\^δ/4 .

4 δ/4

In this case Ω=- J dtUtV_teJΐ. Hence by Theorem 2.2 there exists a unitary
δ o

such that

\\Vt-WVtW*\\=0(t).

Defining γ(x)=WxW* and β}=y°βt°y~1 we then have

Hence by Theorem 3.1 there exists a bounded derivation δ' of J( such that

where (5 = 7~ 1 o(5 / oy .
It follows immediately that

+ exp(tδβ)-exp(t(δβ + δ))

and hence

Hence the estimate in 2 follows from the estimate in 1, and conversely the estimate
in 1 follows from 2.

The estimate of \\W— 1\\ is by now clear.

§ 4. Special Cases and Examples

In Theorem 3.1 we saw an example where the twist occurring in Theorems 2.1, 2.2,
3.6 was not necessary. Other such cases are given in Propositions 4.1 and 4.3.

Proposition 4.1. Let Ut, Vt be C0 or Cg groups of ίsometries on a Banach space X,
with generators 5, T respectively. Assume that UtVs=VsUt, s,teR and that there
exists ε>0 such that \\ Ut-Vt\\ <2 for \t\^ε. Then \\ Ut-Vt\\=0(t) a
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Moreover T—S is bounded in norm and extends to a bounded operator onX which is
σ(X9Xχ) closed in the C$-case.

Proof. Define Wt=UtV_t. Since U and V commute, t-+Wt is a one parameter
group of isometries of X. We claim t-+Wtx is continuous in the appropriate
topology. The C0 case is trivial. For the C$ case we observe that Ut is the dual of
17* acting in the predual ofX9X^. The same being true for Vt one sees that Wt is the
dual group of the strongly continuous group V*tU* and so is weak* continuous.

Thus Wt is a continuous group of isometries such that \\Wt — 1\\ <2, for |ί|^ε.
Let Sp(W) denote the spectrum of Was defined in [23]. If peSp(W) it follows [24,
Lemma 2.36], that there exists a sequence {xn} ζX such that ||xj| = 1, for all n and

ϋm\\Wtxn-e-iptxn\\=Q9n— >• αo

uniformly for t in a compact set. We have that \\Wtxn — xn\\^\\e~lptxn — xn\\
-\\Wtxn-e~iptxn\\. Then \\Wt-ι\\^\e~ipt-\\ for peSp(W). However if |ί|gε and
peSp(W) we then have \e~ίpt— 1|<2. Thus |p|^π/ε, i.e. the spectrum of W is
bounded. Now by [25, Proposition 2.2], t^>Wt is norm continuous and so has a
bounded generator, continuous in the appropriate topology. As Ut = WtVt9 the rest
of the proposition follow easily.

Note that if ε= oo in Proposition 4.1, the proof shows that Sp(W) = {Q}. But
then Wt = i for all t [23] and so we get the following strengthening of Theorems 2.4
and 3.5 in this special case.

Corollary 4.2. With the same notation and assumptions as in Proposition 11, if
\\Ut-Vt\\<2 for allteR, then Ut=Vt.

Another example where the twist of Theorem 3.6 is not necessary is for quasi-
free automorphism groups of the CAR algebra [13].

Given a separable complex Hubert space j^9 the CAR-algebra, 9I(jf), over Jf
is the C*-algebra generated by the identity and elements a(f\ where /-><?(/) is a
linear map of J f satisfying the anti-commutation relations.

a(f)a(g) + a(g)a(f) = 0 .

This C*-algebra is a UHF C*-algebra (more recent terminology is "uniformly
matricial C*-algebra) and is a fortiori simple.

The automorphism groups we study are quasi-free automorphism groups.
Such a group arises as follows : Let ί-> Ut be a one parameter group of unitaries of
the underlying Hubert space.

Define

One readily sees that αf extends to an automorphism group of

This algebra has been studied in great detail. We shall make use of the fact [13]
that there exists a representation (the Fock representation) of 9I(̂ f ) where every
quasi-free automorphism group is unitarily implemented.
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The Fock state of the CAR-algebra is the unique state ωF with the property
that ω(a(f)*a(g)) = Q. This is a pure state. As this defining relation is invariant
under quasi-free automorphisms, so is the state and then applying the GNS
procedure for the state ωF we find a representation of 21, πωF, a Hubert space 3FF

and unitaries U*(f) on 3?F such that

Araki's characterization, [2], of bounded derivations of 2ϊ(j^) will play in a key
role in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let 21 = 21̂ ) be the CAR algebra and suppose at,βt are two quasi-
free automorphism groups of 21 corresponding to unitary groups Uv Vt respectively.
Let H, K be the self-adjoint generators of Ut, Vt respectively and write αf = exp(ί<5H),
βt = Qxp(tδκ) for the appropriate closed derivations of 2Ϊ.

The following conditions are equivalent :
1. @(H) = @(K) and \\H-K\\ττ<ao(\\ ||Tr denotes the trace class norm.

3. 0(δH) = 9(δκ)and \\δπ-δκ\\«x>.
4. K-jSt||=0(ί),ί->0.

Proof. l.=>2. We have the integral relation

Therefore,

First we note that \\(Ut— Vt}\\ =O(t) where || || denotes the usual operator norm on
2tf. Applying Corollary 3 of [14], we conclude that @(H) = @(K\ and H-K has a
bounded extension to all of J^ We write this extension as H — K. Let
Dt = (Ut-Vt)/t and suppose ψe&(H) = &(K). Then

(Dt-i(H-K))ψ= p—--iH }ψ+ \^—^-iK }ψ

and so Dt converges strongly to i(H-K) as ί^O. Since D*=D_t converges to
— i(H — K) one has (the Dt are uniformly bounded) that

\Dt\
2 = D*Dt-+\H-K\2 strongly .

Since the \Dt\
2 are uniformly bounded, we may apply the functional calculus to

conclude that

\Dt\ ^\H-K\ strongly.
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Finally one has for some M and any orthonormal basis

M£fim||(U,-V,)/t||Tr

= fim Σ(PMIΨ«)ί-»o

ΛΓ

£ (\H-K\ψi\ψd for any integer

Then \\H-K\\Tr«x>.

3.=>4.

We again have the integral relation

and so
t

4.=>3.

Applying the remarks preceding this theorem we may lift the automorphism
groups αί? βt to automorphism groups of the von Neumann algebra Jί associated
with the Fock space representation [in this case Jt = £?(3ίPF)']. We write &t9βt for
the extensions. These are adjoint semi-groups and the operator norm of(&t — βt)/t
in Jί is by Kaplansky's density theorem, [15], equal to that of (αf — j8f)/ί on 21.

Let δH and δκ be the generators of the extended automorphism groups. Then
Theorem 2 of [14] shows that S>(δw) = ̂ (δrλ and ||<5W — δΛ <oo on this commonL J \ ft/ \ Λ./ II ft Λ. II

domain. We claim that the proof will be finished once we show that @(δH)π&}(δκ)
is a joint core of δH and δκ. Indeed we know that δH — δκ is a bounded derivation,
say (5, on the joint strong continuity subspace of α and β. Then δ(2(δH)r\Sι(δκ)) £ 21
and so by closure (5(21) £21; that is δ extends to a bounded derivation of 21. Since
δH = δκ + δ on @(δH)n@(δκ)9 it then follows by taking the closure on both sides
that 2(δH) = @(δκ) and \\δH — δκ\\ <oo.

We now complete the argument by showing that @(δH)n@(δκ) is indeed a joint
core of δH and δκ.

By restricting αf,j8f to any a(f) one has, using ||α(/)|| = ||/||, that
\\(Ut—Vt)/t\\ ^M. Here the norm is the usual operator norm on Jtf*. One then has,
using [14, Corollary 3], that ^(H) = ̂ (K). Taking /'s from the latter subspace and
generating the corresponding monomials in the α(/)'s gives a subspace of

which is dense in 21. Since eίtH2)(H) = 2(H\ eitH@(K) = 3)(K\ the
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subspace is furthermore invariant under the action of αf and βt. Hence it is a core
for both δH and δκ by [21], Theorem 3.

This equivalence is essentially a restatenent of Araki's result [2] since the
derivation induced by H — K coincides with δH — δκ.

We now give an abstract version of part of the previous theorem. It is necessary
to impose an additional restriction as we show in Examples 2.5 and 4.6. The Fock
space argument of the previous theorem can be replaced by a more general
argument.

Theorem 4.4. Let 91 be a simple C*-algebra with identity and strongly continuous
one-parameter * -automorphism groups <xt,βt. Write at = QXp(tδJ; βt = QXp(tδβ) for
derivations δΛ,δβ of δl. // \\<xt — βt\\=0(t) then there exists a (faithful) repre-
sentation π of 91 such that αf,/?t extend to σ-weakly continuous * -automorphism
groups αf, βt of π(2l)". If δ& δβ denote the corresponding generators of αt, βt then
2(δa) = 2>(δβ) and \\δ& — δp\\ < oo. // 3t(δx)n@(δβ) is in addition a joint core of δa and
δβ then \\QLt-βt || =0(t) is equivalent with @(δΛ) = @(δβ) and \\δa-δβ\\ <oo.

Proof. Consider the orbit of any state under the action of £->αr By applying an
invariant mean we obtain a state ω which is invariant for the automorphism group
α, i.e. ω(αr(x)) = ω(x) for all teR.

Via the GNS procedure, one has a Hubert space jfω, a representation πω of 9ί
and a unitary representation of R, f-»J^ej£?(Jfω), such that

The representation is faithful since 21 is simple. Next note that for t sufficiently
small

Here z is the identity automorphism. Results of Kadison and Ringrose [11], then
give a unitary ί/ί6^ = πω(9ϊ)// such that

πω(αf08.ί(x)))= Vtπω(β_t(x))V.t= Utπω(x)U* .

Unwinding one has that

πω08-f(x)) = K_fC7ίπω(x)t/*^, for small t.

Thus βt extends to an automorphism βt of Jί for all sufficiently small ί, and by
iteration, for all t. The extension is moreover σ-weakly continuous in ί, for given

and φeJί one has

\φ(βt(x)-x)\ £ \φ(φ)-x)\ + \\φ)-βt(x)\\ .
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But by Kaplansky's density theorem [15],

sup
φ)-βt(χ)\\ φ)-βt(x)\

11*11

for t small. Thus continuity follows by the group property.
We now have dual semi-groups and so may conclude the first part of the

theorem by applying [14, Theorem 2].
If in addition one has that Q(δΛ)r\2(δβ) is a joint core of <5α and δβ we reach our

conclusion by arguing as in 4)=>3) of the previous theorem.
Conversely suppose that @(δ(X) = @(δβ) and ||δα — fyH < oo. Then choosing x in

the common domain one has the integral relation.

The 0(t) behaviour is then clear since such x are dense. The general setting for the
first two examples will be a C*-algebra, with unit acting on a Hubert space 2tf and
two strongly continuous one parameter automorphism groups αf, βt of 21 which
extend to weakly continuous automorphism groups of 91". Let δa,δβ be the
generators of αf,/?f respectively as automorphism groups of 9Ϊ, and δΛ9δβ the
corresponding generators as groups of automorphisms of 91". It is clear that
δ«ζδa,δβQδβ. Moreover ^(<5αH(l+/WαΓ1(2I), ̂ ) = (l+/ί^)-1(9I) for any real
λ.

In the following two examples <5α is obtained from δβ in the following manner :
We choose a unitary veM such that ve@(δΛ), vφ@(δΛ) and set

where σ(x) = vxv* is an inner automorphism. This relation persists for the
extensions <5α, δβ so that one has

a)
b)
c) δβ(x) = v*δΛ(x)xv*v-\-v*υδa(x)v*v

+ v*vxδΛ(v*)v

The last two conditions show that Hα, — j8J| =0(t\ ί->0, as may be seen by applying
Theorem 2 of [15] or computing directly. We shall show that υ may be chosen so
as to make

a non-dense subspace of 91.

Example 4.5. In this example 91 is the common strong continuity subspace of α
and β but @(δχ)r\@(δβ) in not even σ- weakly dense in 91.

Let M2 be the complex 2 x 2 matrices and C( T) the (complex valued)
continuous functions on the circle group T with the usual supremum norm. For 9ί
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we take M2 (x) C( T) and consider 91 represented on = (β 2 ® L2( T) = L2( T)®L2( T\
using Haar measure on T.

Then 9Γ = M2 ® L°°( T), i.e. the von Neumann algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices with
entries in L°°( T).

Define αt = z ® τp where ι is the identity automorphism and (τf/)(x) = f(x — t) in
the group defined by rotation of the circle (translations mod2π). Then αr is
σ-weakly continuous on 91" and 91 is just the strong continuity subspace of αr

Next let θ: T-^R be a uniformly Holder continuous function i.e. \θ(t2) — θ(tί)\
<M\t2 — tί\ for some constant M, but θ is non-differentiable on a dense set of
points of. One such function θ is

W= Σ irri*-'1,,!,
n- 1 ^ •

where rn is an enumeration of the rationals in Γ. Let <5τ and Jτ be the generators of
τt viewed as an automorphism group of C( T\ L°°( Γ) respectively. Then θe&(δτ) (it
is absolutely continuous) and θφ@(δτ). Further \\δτ(θ)\\ ^M. We verify directly that
eίθ is also Holder continuous and hence in @(δτ). Clearly eίθφ@(δτ).

Next define the unitary operator v by

fί 0

Then ι;E^((5α), vφ@(δΛ) and i; is a unitary in

Given

we have

/U

l

Now ^(δα) consists of just the matrices (ftj) where each ftj is continuously
differentiable: Since these functions are continuous / and eiθf can both be
continuously differentiable only when / = 0. This shows that

/22

so that @(δn}r\@(δκ} is not dense in

Example 4.6. This example is a variation of the first and provides us with a simple
C*-algebra with unit where @(δΛ)n@(δβ) is not dense in 91 and \\at-βt\\=0(t).

We refer to 91, α, and i; of the previous example as 2Ϊ°, α°, t;0. Let ί0 be an
irrational rotation of the circle and define
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Then τ is an automorphism of 91°, which acts freely and ergodically on its
spectrum. It follows from [9, 16] that the C*-crossed product 9ί = C*(9I°,τ)
= M2®C*(C( Γ),τ) is simple. Since this crossed product is discrete we have a
canonical imbedding of 91° into 91 and since αf commutes with τ,^0 extends
canonically to a strongly continuous group αf of automorphisms of 91. Using
Zeller-Meier's approach [19] we define the von Neumann crossed product of
2I°" = M2 ® L°°( Γ) by τ as FW(9I°", τ). The simplicity of 91 allows us to represent 91
faithfully in FΛΓ(9I°", τ). Keeping the same letter we see that 91" = FiV(9I0", τ) and αf

extends to a σ- weakly continuous group of automorphisms of K/V(9ί°", τ). Now
ι> = ί;0e9ί0£9I and so ve@(δΛ\ vφ@(δΛ). One can then show, as in Example 1, that

viewed as a subalgebra of FJV(9ί°",τ), where 9Ϊ°° = \(fίl °
lA U J22

The techniques used in the first two examples can be used to show that the
saturation property of de Leeuw [13] does not serve to characterize the domain of
the generator of a one parameter automorphism group of a simple C*-algebra
with unit. This property says that given a one parameter group of automorphism
τt the domain of its generator is identical with those x such that ||τt(x) — x|| =0(t).

Example 4.7. There exists a simple C*-algebra 91 with unit, a one parameter
group. τί? of automorphisms of 91 with generator δ and an element xe 91 such that
||φ;)-x||=0(f), ί-»0, but xφ@(δ). The simple C*-algebra 91 is the C*-crossed
product of 9I0 = C( Γ) by an irrational rotation. The group of automorphisms τf is
that gotten by lifting to the crossed product the automorphism of C( Γ) given by
rotation through an angle t. Call this automorphism τ°. Since 9I0 is embedded in
91 we have δ0Qδ and ^(<50) = ̂ ((5)n9I0 where δ0,δ are the generators of
τ?,τt respectively. If we take for xe 9ί0 a Holder continuous function /, which is non-
differentiable, one has that xφ£&(δQ) and by the above remark xφSf(δ).

We show in the next example that commutativity is required for Proposition
4.1. The following two examples delineate the distinction between our results and
those obtained in [5].

Example 4.8. For any 0^ε^2 there exists two strongly continuous one-
parameter unitary groups [7ί5 Vt on a separable Hubert space Jίf such that

\\Ut-Vt\\=ε

Proof. Let 3f = L2(R) and define Ut by

(Utf)(s) = f(s-t).

For ε given, choose (5 = arcsin(ε/2) and define a function θ by

0(s) = <5sin(s2).

Next define a unitary operator W on by
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and define

yt

Then

\\
By an easy calculation :

so

II yt - Ut || = sup \eί(θ(* -'<*-'»_ 1 1 .
s

It is then clear that

for all t. Next fix ίΦO and ε'>0. We will exhibit an s such that

θ(s) = δ

i.e.

\θ(s)-θ(s-t)~2δ\<εf .

This will end the proof. It amounts to showing that there exists integers n, m such
that simultaneously:

-ys2 = - + 2mπ .

Since s2 — (s — t)2~2st — t2, this amounts to finding rc, m such that

2 1/

But since the derivative of the function x-» ]/x" tends to 0 as x-> + oo, while the
function itself tends to oo, this is clearly possible for any ε'. This shows that
\\Ut-Vt\\^εfoτ ί=Nθi.e.

\\Ut-Vt\\=ε ί Φ O .

One easily refines the technique of the proof given here to show that
_t) = eil-2δ 2δ\ This implies the following:

Example 4.9. If M = 3?(3P\ 3? a separable Hubert space, then for any δ such that
0^δ^2 there exists two σ- weakly continuous one-parameter groups αt, βt of
*-automorphisms of &(tf) such that
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Proof. Use Ut, Vt from Example 4.8 with ε= |/2(1- j/l-ε2/4) and set
α f=C/ to[/*, βt=VtoV*. Then

Next we give a physically more interesting example of unitary groups such that
|| Ut- Vt\\ <ε for all t.

Example 4.10 (Smooth Interactions). Let Ut, Vt be two unitary groups on the
Hubert space 34f with generators H0 and H = H0 + V where V is a self-adjoint
operator such that

for all z with ImzφO. It follows by a perturbation calculation that

Moreover if \\A\\H is defined by

00

M w | | 2 =sup Γ / / * l H " ί H ί ' « l l 2 / l l ™ l l 2

ιι ti ιι -Γ^ ,

then one may deduce [30] that

But one then has

ί
\ds(ψ,UsVVt_sΨ)
0

Therefore

|| Ut-Vt\\£2N(l -AT) 1/ 2 .

[In particular if ΛΓ<(]/5- 1)/2 then || Ut- Vt\\ <2 for all ίe Λ] It is also possible to
show that

A specific situation in which this example applies is given by =L2(R3),
H0= — V2 and V a multiplication operator (Vψ)(x)=V(x)ψ(x) such that V(x) is
real and

π) [ J dxdy\ V(x)\ \ V(y)\/(x -

This example occurs in scattering theory and one can show that

W= strong limit UtV_t
ί-> oo

exists, is unitary, and UtW=WVt (see for example, [31]).
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